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The Latest Ideas Available 
A few weeks ago I highlighted an Australian Doctor’s mathe-
matical model on the coronavirus lockdown (Reminder 80% 
compliance OK, under 70% wasted effort) and this week I 
found that Google (which knows every minute detail about 
us) posts regular reports concerning the success of each 

community’s lockdown efforts based on smartphone data and compares current location data with data from January and Febru-
ary.  For San Diego County, it says that parks have seen the best decline in usage—down 68%. Workplace visits are down 42%. Gro-
cery store visits are down 17%, and people are 18% more likely to be home than they were. This sounds bad, but it actually com-
pares well to Australian compliance in New South Wales… which hasn’t closed schools, restaurants, foreign travel to or from most 
countries, or parks—every measure is advisory only there—So maybe not. 

So, if people aren’t listening to their government’s advice.. Other than in Singapore, India, London, New York City, etc. and there is 
no cure on the immediate horizon, we’ll need to find a treatment to deal with the symptoms.  In this issue, I’m going to cover 
chemical treatments considered popular in the Model A Era, and in the next mechanical devices. Some people will look at what I 
bring up as “quack medicine” but I would like to refer to them as “non-universally-successful-sometimes-fatal-treatments-known-
to-have-helped-a-spokesman-somewhere-according-to-an-aunt-who-professes-to-know-them-personally-to-have-had-a-miracle-
recovery.”  Some people might think of the people “sold” on these treatments as  “gullible” and “suckers”, but in their defense, can 
you imagine the first bronze age man who had a headache and chewed on willow bark, or the first Chinese peasant with a sore 
back who allowed himself to be poked in the thumb with a needle for pain relief? And yet aspirin and acupuncture are both reputa-
ble medical treatments today. Perhaps people drinking Lysol to cure the Coronavirus are simply “pioneers.” Maybe we should 
praise their heroism and mourn their self sacrifice in the name of medical discovery? 

Editor’s Note: I really was planning on covering these topics before the president’s Thursday press conference.  I swear it’s just a 
coincidence. 

Remove Freckles the Tried and True Method—by Making All of the Skin on Your Face Red  

From the Jan. 1916 CALIFORNIA STATE JOURNAL OF MEDICINE  “The worthlessness and, in many instances, the dangerous character of 
nostrums sold as freckle removers and beautifying preparations are indicated by the following analyses:  

Mme. Rupert's Face Bleach is reported to be a 4 parts in 1000 alcoholic solution of corro-
sive mercuric chloride, also containing a small amount of benzoin.  

Stillman's Freckle Cream was found to be an ammoniated mercury paste.  

Mrs. McCorrison's Famous Diamond Lotion No. 1, said to remove moths, freckles,       
pimples, etc., was found to be a solution of 3% corrosive mercuric chloride in water.  

Pyroxin, sold as an eyebrow and eyelash grower, was found to be perfumed vaseline.  

Sarah Thompson's "Wrinkle Lotion" was found to contain alum 7 per cent., glycerin 29 
per cent., and water 64 per cent.  

Zintone, said to produce a faultless complexion quickly, contains 23% borax, and 77%
stearic acid and soap.  

Though the external use of mercury salts is fraught with danger, the products above 
claim that they are practically harmless. 

These products were popular, though. Some 75 years after Amelia Earhart vanished, a 
broken glass jar of Dr. C. H Berry's Freckle Ointment found on uninhabited, Nikumaroro 
Island, encouraged researchers of the International Group for Historic Aircraft Recovery 
(TIGHAR), to believe that they’d possibly found her last resting place. Can you imagine 
any other way for it to have gotten there? 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.flickr.com%2Fphotos%2F29069717%40N02%2F29040034963&psig=AOvVaw3VWYoxa0FqQx7xpZgkMXIT&ust=1587757338938000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCKiC2Jqn_-gCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD


Simpson’s Stromberg 81 

Hi Club! 

The rain gauge no longer records accurately above 5 inches, and the true   value 
lies probably around 6. The gophers are swarming, and the mustard and mallow 
weeds battle for dominance. Loma Alta Creek has risen and fallen and left a big 
load of debris down the street.  Meanwhile, my roadster pickup waits patiently in 
semi-arid security under two silver, Harbor Freight, tarps. She is getting new jugs 
as we speak.  They’re pricy things, but sure a lot cheaper than those offered up as 
retro-fits by the Beverly Hills plastic surgeons. 

Back in the late 1930’s, along Ford’s evolutionary history, Henry came out with a 
shrunken down version of his famous V-8 engine that was first introduced as a the 
Model A replacement.  This little flathead had an equally downsized carburetor 
called the Stromberg 81.  These units are about a mouse-click smaller than the infamous Stromberg 97s of Hot Rodding 
fame, and about equally as hard to find as hair on a frog.  The boys that like to soup up their four bangers say these 
carbs pair well with the roughly 200 cubic inches offered in our Model A’s. 

Well, several years ago (maybe many) I found a pair of these at the Paradise Valley Model A swap meet in San Bernar-
dino, Calif.  I didn’t pay the asking price but did rationalize them as a bargain considering they came with a nice finned 
aluminum intake manifold as well.  Finally after many years of mental wrenching they came down off the shelf. Of 
course, nothing of that vintage is going to be perfect especially two of them with moving parts.  Buggered screw heads 
and a warped venturi to name a few…. Fast forward a bit and along comes my monthly Hemmings Motor News along 
with an ad from a guy in upstate New York for Stromberg 81 parts. After a flurry of phone calls, the exchange of Postal 
Money Orders, an almost new carburetor bowl and pristine NOS brass butterfly shaft have arrived.  The rest lies in the 
details. Not withstanding, there has been great advice offered up by the book 4-bangers! And me! By Jim Brierley, a 
friendly neighbor with a bead blaster and screw extractor, and perhaps in a strange sort of way, the time imposed upon 
us by the long strange trip we find ourselves immersed in. 

See You Down the Road,  Ed Simpson. 

A Drug That Helps So Much That You Glow After Taking It 
Bailey Radium Laboratories operated from 1925 until early 1931. Their product, Radithor was distilled water which con-
tained at least 1 microcurie each of Ra-226 and Ra-228. The company owner, a fraudulent “Dr.” 
named William J. Bailey, guaranteed that "Radithor is harmless in every respect".  However, 
Radithor is one of the few radioactive “cure-alls” that can be directly linked to someone's death. 

An FTC order filed against BRL on December 19, 1931 ordered Bailey to "cease and desist from 
various representations theretofore made by them as to the therapeutic value of Radithor and from 
representing that the product Radithor is harmless." The FTC was tipped onto Bailey by Eben Byers. 

In his youth, Eben Byers had been the U.S. amateur golf champion. Later, he became president of 
the A.M. Byers Company in Pittsburg, one of the world's largest steel companies. In 1927 he injured 
his arm on a party train following a Harvard-Yale football game.  At the recommendation of a Pitts-
burgh physician, Dr. C.C. Moyar, he began drinking Radithor to assist the healing process. 

His arm may not have been his priority, however.  Always known as a ‘man about town,” Byers was 
approaching fifty, his performance wasn’t what it used to be. Beginning in December of 1927, Byers 
averaged three bottles a day for more than two years.  Feeling invigorated and toned up, at least in 
the beginning, he extolled Radithor from the rooftops. He fed it to his racehorses. He gave cases of it 
to his business colleagues. And, of course, he made sure that his girlfriends had plenty on hand. 
While a young man at Yale, he had been known as “Foxy Grandpa” for his suave ways and success 
with the ladies. Thanks to Radithor, Foxy Grandpa had staged a “comeback.” 

Alas, the comeback was all too brief. He stopped consuming Radithor in 1930 when his teeth started falling out. 

According to a UP press release, "Dr. C.C. Moyar, Pittsburg physician who prescribed "Radithor" for Eben Byers, who 
died Thursday in New York City, denied today that "more than 100 patients" are suffering from radium poisoning. Dr. 
Moyar said Byers died from a combination of blood diseases which had induced gout. Dr. Moyar said: "The statement of 
a New York physiotherapist to the effect that 100 patients of a Pittsburg physiotherapist were suffering from radium poi-
soning was an absolute lie.” Earlier, an FTC commissioner, Robert Winn reported, “Byers’ whole upper jaw, excepting 
two front teeth, and most of his lower jaw had been removed. All the remaining bone tissue of his body was slowly disin-
tegrating, and holes were actually forming in his skull.” Those were not symptoms of gout. Byers died in March, 1932. 

In 1937 Bailey was a partner in Lee Kelpodine Company, Inc. of New York City. Their sole product line consisted of Kel-
podine Tablets - compressed pelletized seaweed. The company claimed that these tablets would alleviate 32 specific 
diseases and other conditions. The FDA was still not amused and shut them down. 

Not Ed’s—but it looks nice, doesn’t it? 


